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1. What is mean by environmental psycology? Write 
about environmental psycology to be design of 
public spaces or private spaces? 

Environmental psychology is an interdisciplinary field that focuses on the 
interplay between individuals and their surroundings. It examines the way 
in which the natural environment and our built environments shape us as 
individuals. The field defines the term environment broadly, encompassing 
natural environments, social settings, built environments, learning 
environments, and informational environments. 

Environmental psychology was not fully recognized as its own field until 
the late 1960s when scientists began to question the tie between human 
behavior and our natural and built environments. Since its conception, the 
field has been committed to the development of a discipline that is both 
value oriented and problem oriented, prioritizing research aimed at solving 
complex environmental problems in the pursuit of individual well-being 
within a larger society. When solving problems involving human-
environment interactions, whether global or local, one must have a model 
of human nature that predicts the environmental conditions under which 
humans will respond well. This model can help design, manage, protect 
and/or restore environments that enhance reasonable behavior, predict the 
likely outcomes when these conditions are not met, and diagnose problem 
situations. The field develops such a model of human nature while 
retaining a broad and inherently multidisciplinary focus. It explores such 
dissimilar issues as common property resource management, wayfinding 
in complex settings, the effect of environmental stress on human 
performance, the characteristics of restorative environments, human 
information processing, and the promotion of durable conservation 
behavior. Lately, alongside the increased focus on climate change in society 
and the social sciences and the re-emergence of limits-to-growth concerns, 
there has been increased focus on environmental sustainability issues 
within the field. 



The Design of Public Spaces Standard describes ways to make communal 
spaces more accessible. Most of the spaces it covers are outdoors. For 
instance, there are requirements for accessible: 

 Recreational trails and beach access routes. 
 Outdoor public eating areas like rest stops or picnic areas. 
 Outdoor play spaces, like playgrounds in provincial parks and local 

communities. 
 Accessible parking (on and off street). 
 Outdoor paths of travel, like sidewalks, ramps, stairs, curb ramps, rest 

areas and accessible pedestrian signals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. What are the sociological human needs? How it 
effects the interior environment? 

Sociological Human Need People's perception of their environment 
influences their social interaction within that environment. Social 
interaction can be discussed in terms of four concepts: privacy, personal 
interaction levels, territoriality, and crowding. 

 Privacy is a central regulatory human process by which persons make 
themselves more or less accessible to others. In an office environment, 
privacy may be manipulated through the use of partitions which protect 
the individual from physical, visual and acoustical intrusion. The plan of 
an office environment establishes the privacy level at which the office 
functions. 

 Definition of an individual's interaction levels is one mechanism used in 
achieving a desired level of privacy. Besides needing enough space to 
move about and perform various tasks, each person moves within a 
domain that expands and contracts to meet individual needs and social 
circumstances. The size of a space determines perceptions, experiences, and 
uses of that particular environment. 

 People inherently discern their relationship with others in terms of 
distances, or spaces, between them. Edward T. Hall defines four distinct 
distances at which interpersonal transactions normally take place. These 
are Human Behavior and the Interior Environment categorized as intimate, 
personal, social, and public 

 • Intimate space is that area immediately surrounding the individual’s 
body. This area is the most private and involves both physical and 
emotional interactions.  

• Personal space is that area within which a person allows only select 
friends, or fellow workers with whom personal conversation is mandatory. 



 • Social space is that area within which the individual expects to make 
purely social contacts on a temporary basis.  

• Public space is that area within which the individual does not expect to 
have direct contact with others. The more intimate the spatial relationship, 
the more people resist intrusion by others. Personal space factors are 
important in establishing privacy requirements for interior design. 

 Territoriality is a means of achieving a desired level of privacy. It 
involves the exclusive control of a space by an individual or group. This 
control implies privileges and may involve aggressive actions in its 
defense. For the individual, territorial control provides security and 
identity and is communicated through personalization and definition.  

Crowding occurs when personal space and territoriality mechanisms 
function ineffectively, resulting in an excess of undesired external social 
contact. Sociologically, people respond to crowding in different ways 
depending upon the situation. Sometimes humans tolerate crowding, 
though it may be unpleasant, because they know it is only temporary. In 
some situations crowding may be considered desirable, it may even be 
sought after if it is perceived as "part of the fun" or the expectation within a 
social setting. In either situation, however, psychological discomfort may 
be experienced if the crowding is perceived as too confining.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. What are the reflections of human behavior in 
different spaces of their residence? 

Reflection of behavior in different spaces  Reflection of any human 
in its residence based on the space As space differs human behavior also 
differs such as in kitchen human need to cook food this needs a surface 
which is about 900 mm in height for the ease of work and its utilities also 
lie in a triangle which cannot cross a limit and behavior in lobby and 
bedroom is also differ. 

 Reflections of human behavior in different spaces of their 
residence  

Introduction : The psychological attitude of a human is affected by the 
design of interior architecture through various aspects. every person 
receives, perceives and responds in different way, this is due to physical 
and psychological differences in addition to the differences in personal 
experience. Culture, physical status, age, education level, gender, 
socioeconomic class and ambitions are factors with special concerns that 
shaping occupants’ needs. The interaction between interior architecture 
and the psychological condition is engaged with both humanitarian 
characteristics and the interior architecture approach of design. 
"Architecture leans towards programming i.e. determining needs and 
proposing a draft and finally suggesting a suitable location in accordance 
with needs and building of the site. behavioral sciences on the other hand 
are concerned with how environment is used in terms of consistency with 
needs of society" (Razjoyan, 1996) 

 Interior architecture design psychological awareness  

 The achievement of interior architectural design, with awareness of 
the psychological impacts on residents, needs a wide. 

 Scope of knowledge about the different dimensions and 
circumstances that should be taken into account 



4. Categories the human responses to the interior 
environment? And explain it. 

Each person responds uniquely when confronted with a specific situation 
or experience. These responses fall into three categories—sociological, 
psychological and physiological—all of which are influenced by factors 
within the interior environment. 

 Sociological determinants relate to the social needs and problems of 
the occupants. Factors that pertain to these sociological responses, 
including group dynamics and communication, should be considered 
during planning.  

Group dynamics (the interpersonal relationships among members of a 
small group) are a result of the personality and cultural backgrounds of the 
individuals involved, their task, and the nature of the physical setting. 
Spatial arrangements in small groups are functions of environment, task, 
and personality. Various cultures respond differently to the amount and 
arrangement of space. 

 In determining the physical arrangement of an interior space, the 
interaction distances between work groups and the tasks to be performed 
are very important to successful communication and social relationships. 
The Color may be used in various ways to influence our perception of 
space. Sociological determinants such as group dynamics and 
communication affect personal interactions within an environment. 
Human Behavior and the Interior Environment study of small group 
ecology is important not only from the standpoint of understanding the 
impact of social relationships, but also from the practical standpoint of 
designing and maintaining a variety of functional spaces in which various 
relationships can be fostered. 

 Studies of communication reveal that, in conversation, people prefer to sit 
across from one another rather than side by side. If the distance between 



conversing people becomes too great however, they will usually choose to 
sit side by side rather than across from one another. The scale of a room—
it's size relative to the occupants— also influences conversational distance. 
As room scale diminishes, people tend to sit closer together. Likewise, 
increased noise levels and distractions drive people to sit closer together. 

 Psychological determinants in the planning of an interior 
environment relate to the psychological needs and concerns of the 
occupants. Visual privacy, acoustic privacy, and aesthetic factors are key 
determinants to be considered. Visual privacy addresses the ability to limit 
other's view of oneself. Inherent in human behavior is the tendency to 
avoid situations in which one can be watched without being aware of who 
is watching. 

 Visual privacy can be achieved through the use of furnishings, 
partitions or walls. In a private space or an office, people will often orient 
their desk in order to visually control the doorway and achieve a visually 
private space on one side of the desk . Similarly, people prefer to sit with a 
protected back, controlling the area they cannot see directly. In restaurants, 
the first seats to be filled are usually those along the walls. In outdoor 
spaces, people tend to sit against or beside objects such as trees and bushes 
rather than in the open. 

 Acoustic privacy in an interior space results from effective treatment of 
the acoustic environment as an interrelationship of many components: 
ceiling, partitions, furniture, equipment, and floor. A complete acoustic 
system will generally provide adequate speech privacy. Speech privacy is 
achieved when there is sufficient acoustic shielding to allow conversation 
to be unheard beyond the participants of the conversation. A high quality 
of speech privacy will contribute Psychological determinants affect an 
individual’s sense of well being in the environment. Visual control is a key 
to visual privacy Human Behavior and the Interior Environment 
significantly to a desirable level of communication, social interaction, and 



productivity. An appropriate relationship between background noise and 
that produced within the activity space is conducive to speech privacy. 

Life safety and health concerns are primarily focused on human 
response to negative stimuli; the natural responses when an individual 
sense danger—generally referred to as fight or flight. Life safety centers on 
the ability of an individual to vacate a facility in a timely manner when 
necessary. Generally this is accomplished through an assurance of 
adequate travel path capacity for the occupants of the space, and a clear 
indication of a safe means of egress. In a panic or emergency situation, 
people generally do not have the opportunity to decipher codes which may 
indicate safe passage at an abstract level. It is imperative that the guide 
mechanisms be highly visible and clearly stated. Obviously this impacts 
the designer’s desire to control the visual environment as completely as 
possible. It is therefore in the designer’s (as well as the user’s) best interest 
to be aware, from the outset, of the regulatory and common sense criteria 
that guide the development of egress systems; to work with them to 
enhance the overall plan, as opposed to applying them at the end over an 
executed design concept. 

 Health concerns are often less obvious than life safety. Ergonomic design 
is an aspect of health consciousness. If a space functions properly for the 
task, it is less apt to cause physical harm—such as repetitive strain injury 
(carpal tunnel syndrome) or simple backache. Health concerns also factor 
into the selection of materials. Fumes from paints or carpet adhesives may 
cause severe bronchial stress or headaches in some individuals. Often, 
odors of even non-toxic elements may raise concerns that will foster 
absence among workers. The designer cannot control all such 
contaminants, but must be conscious of the range of possible impacts of 
material selections, and avoid such occurrences when possible. 

 

 



5. What are the different Theories of human behavior? 
Explain any two of them. 

Human behaviour, the potential and expressed capacity for physical, 
mental, and social activity during the phases of human life 

Humans, like other animal species, have a typical life course that consists 
of successive phases of growth, each of which is characterized by a distinct 
set of physical, physiological, and behavioral features. These phases are 
prenatal life, infancy (including old age). Human development, or 
developmental psychology, is a field of study that attempts to describe and 
explain the changes in human cognitive, emotional, and behavioral 
capabilities and functioning over the entire life span, from the fetus to old 
age. 

Theories of development 

The systematic study of children is less than 200 years old, and the vast 
majority of its research has been published since the mid-1940s. Basic 
philosophical differences over the fundamental nature of children and their 
growth occupied psychologists during much of the 20th century. The most 
important of such controversies concerned the relative importance of 
genetic endowment and environment, or “nature” and “nurture,” in 
determining development during infancy and childhood. Most researchers 
came to recognize, however, that it is the interaction of inborn biological 
factors with external factors, rather than the mutually exclusive action or 
predominance of one or the other force, that guides and influences human 
development. The advances in cognition, emotion, and behaviour that 
normally occur at certain points in the life span require both  (i.e., 
genetically driven biological changes in the central nervous system) and 
events, experiences, and influences in the physical and social environment. 
Generally, maturation by itself cannot cause a psychological function to 
emerge; it does, however, permit such a function to occur and sets limits on 
its earliest time of appearance. 



Three prominent theories of human development emerged in the 20th 
century, each addressing different aspects of psychological growth. In 
retrospect, these and other theories seem to have been neither logically 
rigorous nor able to account for both intellectual and emotional growth 
within the same framework. Research in the field has thus tended to be 
descriptive, since developmental psychology lacks a tight net of 
interlocking theoretical propositions that reliably permit satisfying 
explanations. 

Psychoanalytic theories 

Early psychoanalytic theories of human behaviour were set forth most 
notably by Austrian neurologist Sigmund Freud. Freud’s ideas were 
influenced by Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution and by the physical 
concept of energy as applied to the central nervous system. Freud’s most 
basic hypothesis was that each child is born with a source of basic 
psychological energy called libido. Further, each child’s libido becomes 
successively focused on various parts of the body (in addition to people 
and objects) in the course of his or her emotional development. During the 
first postnatal year, libido is initially focused on the mouth and its 
activities; nursing enables the infant to derive gratification through a 
pleasurable reduction of tension in the oral region. Freud called this the 
oral stage of development. During the second year, the source of excitation 
is said to shift to the anal area, and the start of toilet training leads the child 
to invest libido in the anal functions. Freud called this period of 
development the anal stage. During the period from three through six 
years, the child’s attention is attracted to sensations from the genitals, and 
Freud called this stage the phallic stage. The half dozen years before 
puberty are called the latency stage. During the final and so-called genital 
stage of development, mature gratification is sought in a heterosexual love 
relationship with another. Freud believed that adult emotional problems 
result from either deprivation or excessive gratification during the oral, 



anal, or phallic stages. A child with libido fixated at one of these stages 
would in adulthood show specific neurotic symptoms, such as anxiety. 

Freud devised an influential theory of personality structure. According to 
him, a wholly unconscious mental structure called the id contains a 
person’s inborn, inherited drives and instinctual forces and is closely 
identified with his or her basic psychological energy (libido). During 
infancy and childhood, the ego, which is the reality-oriented portion of the 
personality, develops to balance and complement the id. The ego utilizes a 
variety of conscious and unconscious mental processes to try to satisfy id 
instincts while also trying to maintain the individual comfortably in 
relation to the environment. Although id impulses are constantly directed 
toward obtaining immediate gratification of one’s major instinctual drives 
(sex, affection, aggression, self-preservation), the ego functions to set limits 
on this process. In Freud’s language, as the child grows, the reality 
principle gradually begins to control the pleasure principle; the child learns 
that the environment does not always permit immediate gratification. 
Child development, according to Freud, is thus primarily concerned with 
the emergence of the functions of the ego, which is responsible for 
channeling the discharge of fundamental drives and for controlling 
intellectual and perceptual functions in the process of negotiating 
realistically with the outside world. 

Although Freud made great contributions to psychological theory—
particularly in his concept of unconscious urges and motivations—his 
elegant concepts cannot be verified through scientific experimentation and 
empirical observation. But his concentration on emotional development in 
early childhood influenced even those schools of thought that rejected his 
theories. The belief that personality is affected by both biological and 
psychosocial forces operating principally within the family, with the major 
foundations being laid early in life, continues to prove fruitful in research 
on infant and child development. 

 



6. Write the design consideration for the interior 
design of a primary school with sketch layout? 

Tables and chairs with casters that facilitate break out groups as well as 
individual learning. 

 Comfortable furniture in places where students socialize or read. 
 Trapezoid shaped tables that offer students a variety of 

configurations. 
 Adjustable height chairs that can be used at a variety of a counter top 

height. 
 An allowance for places to feature student artwork that showcase 

student accomplishments. 
 Integration of the school mascot and alma mater to encourage school 

pride. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Write the design consideration for any two of the 
following space  

 Interiors of  Airport  
 Chlidrens Bed Room 
 Interior of a garment showroom 

 

 

CHILDREN BEDROOM: 

The most important things that a parent thinks about is whether their child 
is safe and out of harm's way. Children bare the joy of a new beginning and 
the innocence of youth so that can explain why their safety is of the utmost 
priority. To do so, a few steps must be undertaken to avoid little mishaps 
and accidents alike. A safe home will provide a fun play space for children 
and happy parents. Sometimes only a few things need to be tweaked to 
offer a safer environment for the precious little loved ones. This can range 
from covering the electrical sockets or to making sure there aren't sharp 
corners present in a child's room or securing the windows when the room 
is on a higher floor. After the checklist is completed, parents can rest easy 
knowing their children can play away the hours in a secured environment. 
The following ideas will help anyone seeking to create a safe haven for a 
kid's room. 

 Avoiding sharp objects 
 No spiky objects 
 Safe play 
 Keeping electrical objects safe 
 Fixing shelves to the walls 
 Securing the windows 

 



Interior of a garment showroom: 

The layout of a retail clothing store helps customers to see products easily 
and makes browsing the store more comfortable. It can also help you 
protect your inventory. A good retail layout can attract foot traffic and 
make it easy for first-time customers to find what they are looking for. 
Consider the customer and your profitability when you are designing the 
layout of your clothing shop. 

Security 

Your store layout can help you keep an eye on potential thieves. Make sure 
your shelves are short enough to be able to see the average customer at the 
shoulders, if possible. Install mirrors at the end of each aisle so that 
associates can see what customers are doing. Make your layout simple 
without too many areas where customers can hide from your staff and 
from store security cameras. 

Foot traffic 

The foot traffic outside your store will respond to elements like a price 
special, your stock of a famous designer or a particular outfit or piece that 
you have in stock. For example, there may be a leather jacket that is 
popular that many customers are looking for. Place some of these items 
near the front of your store to get the attention of foot traffic. Put other 
items of interest in areas where they can be seen through the display 
windows, but are further inside the store. This helps to ensure that people 
on foot will enter the store and see your other inventory. 

Lighting 

Use spotlights on clothing displays and mannequins to make the items for 
sale stand out. Try to use softer lighting for the rest of your store to make 
browsing easier for clients. If you have a shiny, light colored floor, then 



intense overhead lights will create a glare. Indirect lighting is a system that 
provides ambient light without shining the beams directly at the subject. 

Dressing Room 

Create a comfortable dressing room area that has its own central seating 
area for customers. A large dressing room area not only makes it easier for 
clients to get their friends' opinions on the clothes they are considering, it 
makes it easier to monitor customer activity and reduce theft 


